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Across the nation experiments are under way In new patterns of
school organization and staff deployment. New concepts In school
architecture are being tried out In many settings, concepts that open
the way to development of more nearly flexible educational patterns.
Educators have learned to use the conputer to augment flexible schedul¬
ing to enable greater personalization of education and more effective
use of resources. The concept of the library has developed Into that
of a learning laboratory which Includes media of many kinds and teachers
who help Individuals and groups of students with their Inquiry. Schools
everywhere must search for methods of organization so that exciting
teachers can orchestrate the many resources available to them and to
the children they teach.
Today Americans are trying to respond creatively to changing needs
and circumstances. Since 1957 America has witnessed a kind of "team
teaching" explosion. Hundreds of schools have been experimenting with
variations of team teaching.
Some educators have tried to argue that the concept of team teach¬
ing Is the newest thing under the sun; however. It Is the term Itself
which Is new. The Platoon School, the Winnetka Plan, and the Pueblo
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Plan, all began with the same goals as team teaching. As a matter of
fact, the Cooperative Group Plan of the 1930's was used on a group of
teachers working together, with a chairman in supervisory capacity. In
the present age of experimentation this concept has been cast into a
new mold.
One of the modern concepts in education is that true learning is
purposeful, and that without purpose, a learner's power of retention
is short. The method of teaching then becomes at best the teacher's
effective way of helping learners employ some end or purpose.^ Hence,
the general area of focus in this study will be that of effective
teaching procedures for insuring that the purposes of the learner be¬
comes involved in the learning situation. The method of teaching and
the organization of the teaching program are both important factors in
the learning act.
For the past several years our public is expressing real concern
about education. An impressive list of problems comes to mind. A great
shortage of career teachers are apparent. In the future we will have
difficulty in handling the great numbers of children for whom we have
a responsibility. Every community is faced with providing additional
space and equipment. National security has enphasized the need for
quality and quantity education for all children. The space age is upon
us, and it is obvious that the twentieth century education will not suf¬
fice to cope with the problems that are to face our youth.
i
William M. Alexander and P. M. Halverson, Effective Teaching in
Secondary Schools (New Yorks Rinehart and Company, Inc., 1957)»
pp. 6-9.
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Change comes slowly In education. Change that has been so slow
In coming now raises Its head from a number of directions. (Questions
are being presented from within and without the profession. How do we
know that what we are doing will satisfy the needs of the world confront¬
ing our young people? How do we know that the techniques and procedures
being used are the most efficient and effective? What Is being done to
develop new methods? Have we examined the content to weed out the obso¬
lete and Include the new?
Team teaching suggests that there can be changes In the elementary
education program that can bring about Improved Instruction and greater
learning.
Before considering team teaching as another approach to elementary
school Instruction, It may be worthwhile to review the traditional pat¬
tern of elementary school teaching. We may generalize and describe
this as the self-contained approach.
By the self-contained classroom, we mean that on every grade
level, first through sixth, a teacher Is assigned 25 to 30
children and given a classroom of about 800 square feet. In
this room, working with her fixed group, the teacher Is re¬
sponsible for all Instruction. She handles language arts,
arithmetic, science, social studies, penmanship, and In a
vast majority of cases, all of the art, music and physical
education. Many school systems provide specialists In the
last three areas so that the teacher Is not entirely respon¬
sible for this work.'
In the self-contained classroom It Is assumed that the teacher Is
equally capable In all Instructional areas and that she can adjust her¬
self adequately to each of her 25 to 30 children. It Is further
tion
^John Blackball Smith, An Approach to Elementary School
(Greenwich, Connecticut, July, 1962).
Instruc*
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assumed that 25 to 30 Is the proper number for teaching all subject mat¬
ter and all learning activities can be adjusted to this figure. In
the traditional self-contained classroom atmosphere the teacher, in addi¬
tion, is responsible for all clerical work connected with the children
and for a variety of duties: bus, cafeteria, playground and similar
assignments that are assumed to be part of the professional assignment.
While there are many examples of teachers working closely to¬
gether and sharing professional "know-how," there is no compulsion
that this be done and the organization of the traditional elementary
school does not lend itself to do this. Working in her own room for
the entire day with her own group of children leaves little opportunity
for even the most dedicated and ambitious teacher to ck> any sharing of
ideas, techniques or even material and equipment. It is very much an
individual proposition from the first bell in the morning until dis¬
missal time.
The heart of the concept of team teaching lies not in details
of structure and organization but more in the essential spirit
of cooperative planning, constant collaboration, close unity,
unrestricted communication, and sincere sharing. It is re¬
flected not in a group of individuals articulating together,
but rather in a group which is single, unified team. Inherent
in the plan is an increased degree of flexibility for teacher
responsibility, grouping policies and practices, and size of
groups, and an invigorating spirit of freedom and opportunity
to revamp programs to meet the educational needs of children.
In a sense, it might be said that the proponents of the move¬
ment question administrative and organizational restrictions
of the past, and hold that school administration exists pri¬
marily as a service medium, not as a control function.^
Stuart E. Dean and Clinnette F. Witherspoon, *^eara Teaching in
the Elementary School," Education Briefs, No. XXXVIII (Washington:
U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Office of Education,
January, 1962), p. 4.
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In recent years there has been a tremendous Increase In ability
grouping at all levels on academic and Intellectual values; unfortunately,
the group tends to be groups based on Intelligence alone. Team teaching,
especially at elementary level, makes It possible to divide pupils Into
different groups for each separate subject, and to develop the kind of
flexible grouping for Improvement of Instruction.
In many schools throughout the country teachers have become
involved in various types of cooperative endeavor falling
under the self-classification of team teaching. Although the
roots of team teaching can be traced far back Into the history
of education, the Intense and Intimate cooperative arrange¬
ments being undertaken are still very much In the embryonic
stage. In support of team teaching over the self-contained
situation, Bair and Woodward have suggested the following:
1) The diagnostic, planning and evaluative procedures employed
In the teaching-learning process, when developed by a team of
teachers, are generally superior to those developed by a single
teacher. 2) The opportunity to observe others teaching to be
observed by fellow teachers, and, on occasion, to share teach¬
ing of a class with another teacher results In a quality of
teaching which Is superior to that found In the conventional
lone-teacher. 3) Team teaching provides a superior vehicle
for teacher training which ultimately results In Improved
Instruction. 4) Hierarchical team organization Increases
supervisory capability, which ultimately results in Improved
Instruction. 5) The use of aides for non-professional tasks
frees the teacher for planning, teaching, conferences, and
other professional activities and ultimately results In Improved
1nstructlon.^
If we look at the goals of team teaching from another point of
view, we can see that they are Improvement goals; It promises to ease
the teacher shortage, give superior teachers an opportunity to assume
superior responsibilities, to Improve salaries for teachers, free
teachers from burdensome duties, and to provide better educational
opportunities for pupils. Who can resist such an educational siren call?
^Medlll Bair and Richard G. Woodward, Team Teaching In Action
(Boston: Houghton-Mifflin Company, 1964), pp. li-15»
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One thing is clear. The traditional idea of a school is inadequate for
today's and obsolete for tomorrow's needs. Our main concern is the
preservation and advancement of educational quality. Perhaps we can
explore new paths through the team teaching concept for tomorrow.
It would seem, therefore, that an analysis of the relative merits
of team teaching and the self-contained plan will be roost beneficial.
Definition of Terms
Significant terms used in this study follow:
1. "Self-contained Classroom" a classroom in which a single
teacher takes full responsibility for all activities of a
group of children throughout the day.
2. "Team Teaching" an instructional organization involving
teaching personnel and students assigned to them in which
two or more teachers are given the responsibility, working
together, for all or a significant part of instruction of
the same group of students.^
3. "Opinions" refers to the more or less definite ideas on
team teaching held by teachers as measured by a specifically
designed opinionnaire.
4. "Attitudes" experience qualities known as feeling tones
which are individual and personal related to and affect
the way a person thinks or behaves in any situation.^
Evolution of the Problem
Because of the increased emphasis on team teaching, and because
it is possible that the writer will be engaged in a team teaching pro¬
gram in the fall of I968-69 school year, the writer developed a keen
desire to gain knowledge and understanding of the collaborative teaching
^Judson T. Shaplin, Team Teaching (New York: Harper and Row,
1964), p. 15.
^Lester 0. Crow and Alice Crow, Human Development and Learning
(New York: American Book Company, 1956), p. 80.
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and flexible grouping as over against the conventional self-contained
classroom situation.
The team teaching Innovation has obviously emerged from education
research suggestive that Intensity of teaching methodology and content
Is currently a limitation of current technique, especially considering
the source of flow of students swelling urban school systems.
Thus, to ascertain the extent of this problem and assess the effec¬
tiveness of the team teaching technique In meeting these problems was a
basic concern of this research.
Contribution to Educational Knowledge
It Is hoped that this study will result In Increased Information
and understanding of the relative merits of the team teaching pattern
on the part of those who are responsible for the education of boys and .
girls and for the planning and administration of the educational sys¬
tem. The results should certainly assist the administrative and In¬
structional personnel In the specific school In reaching a warranted
decision regarding the educational experiences of many children under
their supervision.
Statement of the Problem
The central concern In this research was to make an assessment
of a first grade team teaching program which replaced a self-contained
classroom program. The team teaching program had been In operation
for two years. On the basis of the results of the assessment, recom¬
mendations were to be made regarding the justification In expanding the
program to the second grade and perhaps throughout the primary depart¬
ment-grades one, two and three. The program had as Its utmost goal
8
the improvement of educational experiences.
Scope and Limitation of the Study
This study concerned itself with data collected from the related
literature and the subjects^ however, since the subjects were limited
to teachers employed in the primary grades at the Emma Clarrisa Clement
School and since permission from the principal to conduct the inter¬
views had to be secured, there was a greater possibility that some of
the responses might be biased and/or distorted.
Purposes of the Study
The general purpose of this study was to make an assessment of a
team teaching program which had been in operation for two years and
upon the outcomes of the assessment derive decisions regarding the pos¬
sible expansion of the program.
The specific purposes were to establish if the teachers who had
used both the self-contained classroom and the team teaching approaches
thought the team teaching approach did a better job than did the self-
contained classroom approach in:
1. Expanding the range of skills and interest.
2. Providing for individualized instruction.
3. Providing for one-to-one teacher-child relationships.
4. Providing more opportunities for maximum development of
the learners.
5. Providing more opportunities for teachers and pupils to
plan together and to pursue such plans toward more
meaningful realization.
Locale and Period of Study
This study was conducted during the summer of 1968 in Atlanta,
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Georgia. The interviews were conducted in the homes of the respondents
and taped for fullness and accuracy*
Method of Research
The descriptive method of research, utilizing the techniques of
content analysis and interviewing was used in conducting this study.
Procedural Steps
The procedural steps used are set forth immediately below:
1. A thorough review of the related literature was made.
2. Interviews were conducted with the teachers who have
made use of the self-contained classroom approach and
the team teaching approach, on the restricted basis,
regarding the strengths and weaknesses anc(/or advantages
and disadvantages of the two approaches.
3. Interviews were conducted with the teachers at the grade
levels of possible expansion (second and third grades)
regarding their feelings about supplanting the self-
contained classroom approach with the team teaching
approach.
4. Interviews were conducted with the teachers at the second
and third grade levels concerning their estimations of
the overall attainments of the children who received their
previous training in the self-contained classroom as com¬
pared with the overall attainments of children who received
their training in team teaching situations.
5* The findings derived have been set forth as well as war¬
ranted conclusions, implications and recommendations.
Description of Subjects
The subjects were eleven primary teachers at the Emma Clarrisa
Clement Elementary School, Atlanta, Georgia. Six teachers were par¬
ticipating in a team teaching program and the other five were teachers
in a self-contained classroom situation but are considering changing
to the team teaching program.
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Description of Research Instruments and Techniques
A specifically designed questionnaire was constructed under the
direction of the Thesis Committee for the purpose of obtaining opinions
and attitudes of teachers toward the team teaching approach. Special
emphasis was placed upon the differences in opinions and attitudes
about team teaching and the self-contained classroom approach in ele¬
mentary schools. The interview questions were read to the participants
whose responses were tape-recorded for completeness and thoroughness.
Survey of Related Literature
The survey of related literature is being made in order to ex¬
plore the findings of educators and investigators pertinent to this
area of research. The literature has been presented as follows:
1. Introductory statements
2. Description and definition of team-teaching
3. A taxonomy of team-teaching
4. Antecendents of team-teaching
5. Architectural approaches to team-teaching
Introductory statements.—In the current drive for quality in
American education, innumerable studies have been launched with an aim
toward improving the curriculum of the school; teacher training insti¬
tutions have been revamping and modernizing their programs' new techno¬
logical method of teaching and new materials are being developed;
school architecture and construction are changing; at almost every turn,
evidence is apparent of a reexamination and reappraisal of the purposes
and programs of public education in our Nation.
The spotlight is being focused on school structure, accon^anied
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by increasing suggestions and proposals for reorganization. On the
assumption that the kind of education a school offers depends upon the
way it is organized^ school structure itself is held responsible when
there is dissatisfaction with the education program. Obviously, there
must be ways in which school organization can be improved, also obviously
not all revisions will offer actual improvement.
Where the self-contained situation works well, collaborating
teachers work closely with a classroom teacher who know her children
well enough to provide the special information such a person needs.
The self-contained classroom permits the organization of resources and
facilities as well as personnel. It is true that platoon organization
also permits special scheduling, but some of the advantages gained by
long and close association with a group of children are lost. It would
seem that, because the teacher in the self-contained classroom would be
able to request specific aids and services for her particular group,
using the best possible learning experience.^
The most frequent criticism of the self-contained plan is that it
limits the education of the children. No teacher can be competent in
all the fields required . . . and without breadth of competence repre¬
sented by a staff of specialists the curriculum of the child will be
2
limited unduly.
A more recent development in our efforts to more effectively or¬
ganize our schools and thereby provide a more adequate learning situation
^W. C. Reavis, P. R. Pierce, E. H. Stullken and B. T. Smith, Ad-
mi nistering in the Elementary School (New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
1953), p. 236.
2
H. L. Caswell, Education in the Elementary School (New York:
American Book Company, 19^2), p. 42.
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Is Team Teaching. In such a plan, two or more teachers are given
responsibility working together, for all or a significant part of the
Instruction of the same group of students. Such a procedure tidll pro¬
vide for specialization In teaching and also ways of Inproving the
quality of supervision In our schools, which has always suffered be¬
cause principals and supervisors have not had enough time to help
teachers Improve their %«>rk. Yet, many teachers will oppose Team-
Teaching as an attack upon their autonomy and upon their equality with
others In the teaching profession.^
The term "team-teaching" Itself first appeared In a 1957 refer¬
ence In Education Index. Historically speaking, other forms of ele¬
mentary school organization beginning with the same goals as team teach¬
ing weret The Platoon School, the Winnetka Plan, the Pueblo Plan, and
the Dalton Plan, to mention a few, all of which were manifestations of
movements to overcome the Inflexible school organization of the past.
The Cooperative Group Plan, formulated In the 1930's by J. F. Hosic Is
probably the most recent prototype. Correlations may be found also be¬
tween the emergence of team teaching plans and the rise of the non-
graded elementary school concept. Thus, while In a limited sense team
teaching may be considered new, unquestionably It has had many fore¬
bearers and some of Its underlying principles have long been the sub-
2
ject of experimentation.
^R. M. Thomas, Ways of Teaching (New York* Longmans, Green and
Company, 1955)* pp. 45-47"
2
Stuart E. Dean and dinette F. Witherspoon, op. cit.
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Because the term (team teaching) has come to mean so much,
most of us are not clear on what It does mean; Its meaning
depends alt too much on who Is speaking or listening, states
Oean.l
Description and definition of Team Teaching*—Team Teaching, a
form of cooperative teaching, grew predominately out of two conditions
which became highly visible early In the 1950'st limited leadership
opportunities for career teachers and the Impossibility of teachers
being all things to all people. With regard to the first, the prevail¬
ing monolithic structure of the teaching profession has restricted the
alternatives open to the non-administrator. Teachers, too, deserve
alternatives. The hierarchical possibilities of cooperative teaching
were seen by Innovators as a means of offering special Inducements and
rewards to career teachers. Similarly, such cooperative endeavors en¬
abled teachers, especially at the elementary level, to develop and use
talents In ways not possible In conventional patterns of school organi¬
zation and teacher utilization.^
The most dramatic feature of team teaching Is the flexibility
which allows for the appropriate use of resource people who can give Im¬
pact and first-hand knowledge to the Instructional program. For ex¬
ample, municipal government may well be Introduced to the entire seventh
grade team of pupils by a member of the city council. On the other hand,
five or six talented six grade students may sit around a table and dis¬
cuss creative writing with a professional writer. This type of Instruc-
^Stuart E. Dean, “Team Teaching: A Review,*' School Life, XLIV,
(September, 1961), 58.
^John I. Goodlad, “Cooperative Teaching In Educational Reform,"
The National Elementary Principal, XLIV (January, 1965)* 12.
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tion Is much more easily articulated vdth the school program in a team
teaching setting.^
Cooperative teaching in the 19^5 setting finds its origin in long
standing trends. The fact that so many patterns exist is a reflection
of the American system of decentralized schools, each community hav¬
ing the freedom to shape its educational program (within broad limits)
along its own lines. Concurrently, certain team teaching models in
particular have tended to be more influential than others because they
were among the initial ones to be widely described in the literature.
In a practical sense, however, cooperative teaching is still in a
formative, perhaps primitive stage. Yet, most observers are agreed that
it represents an extremely promising and challenging field for further
exploration.^
The present United States Commissioner of Education, Francis
Keppel, is believed to have set the tone for team-teaching during the
time he was Dean of Harvard University's Graduate School of Education.
He stated*
Teaching is a social process. Basically, learning in the school
is gained by one individual gathering in the knowledge of
another. The quality of this one person, the teacher, is then,
of central importance. Clearly, maximum effort should be
placed on improving the effectiveness of the teacher} improving
the manner in which he is selected and trained; improving the
manner in which his time skills, and teaching aids are used;
^Charles H. Hayes, "Team Teaching in the Culturally Deprived
Areas," The National Elementary Principal, XLIV (January, 1965), 63.
^Robert H. Anderson, "Some Types of Cooperative Teaching in
Current Use," The National Elementary Principal, XLIV (January,
1965), 22-26.
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Inproving the conditions in the educational world so that
the superior teacher remains in it and attracts to it others
of like quality.^
Several noteworthy attempts to affect team-teaching programs are
now on record. The Lexington, Massachusetts program has concerned it¬
self with better learning opportunities for all children through an
attempt to influence the quality of the teacher and his effectiveness
as a promoter of learning by increasing the attractiveness of teaching
as a career for persons of superior intellectual and professional qual¬
ity and by improving instruction through the discovery and demonstra-
2
tion of new and more promising ways of using teacher abilities.
Norwalk, Connecticut, has introduced a plan somewhat similar to
the Lexington approach. ^It attempts to improve the quality of educa¬
tion to the pupil the best professional talents available. The pur¬
pose of the Norwalk Plan is to improve education by making teachers more
attractive through creation of teacher positions above the level of
and different from that of regular classroom teachers, and incorporated
3
in a team teaching framework.
While concerning the varieties of purposes and approaches now in
practice, Bair and Woodword have recorded the following general charac¬
teristics of team-teaching programs:
Francis Keppel, "The School and University Program for Research
and Development, Introductory Statement," (Cambridge: Harvard Uni¬
versity - SUPRAD, mimeographed, 1958), p. 5*
2
Bair and Woodword, op. cit., p. 24.
^'•The Norwalk Plan: An Attempt to Improve the (Quality of Educa¬
tion Through a Team Teaching Organization," A Two Year Study Supported
by the Fund for the Advancement of Education, (Norwalk, Connecticut:
Norwalk Board of Education, mimeographed, September, i960), p. 1.
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1. A teaching team consists of from three to seven or more
teachers jointly responsible for the Instruction of
75-225 or more pupils In one or more grade or age levels.
2i Teams may have teachers assigned to different levels of
responsibility, depending on their ability and experience,
with higher salaries and higher status given to the senior
teachers and the team leader.
3. Team teaching programs emphasize the team, rather than
the Individual teacher. In the planning, teaching and
evaluating cycle.
4. Most team teaching programs permit supervision of the
junior members of a team by the senior or leadership
personnel. The schedule also permits less experienced
personnel adjusting his program as the teaching-learning
situation develops.
5. In the classroom situation, however, team teaching protects
the professional autonomy of each teacher and stress the
use of his unique abilities In the Instruction of children.
6. In many team teaching programs, each member of the team
specializes In a different curriculum area and helps all
members of the team plan, teach and evaluate In the area
of his speciality.
7. All team teaching programs emphasize the effective utiliza¬
tion of the strengths of each member of the staff.
8. As team teaching promotes non-gradedness within the school,
so does non-gradedness promote team teaching. The theory
of continuous pupil progress Is basic to most team teach¬
ing programs.
9. Team teaching programs emphasize varying class sizes and
class lengths based upon Institutional objectives, context,
techniques, and pupil needs.
10. Class size and length of period are closely related to the
flexible scheduling practices for pupils and teachers which
are characteristic of many team teaching programs.
11. Many team teaching programs use aids for non-professional
tasks.
12. Most team leaders make more effective use of mechanical
and electronic equipment.^
^alr and Woo<twofA op. cit., p. 24.
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There appears to be certain persistent themes, all of which re¬
flect a deep discontent with the standard organization of the school
on the basis of the self-contained teacher and the self-contained
classroom: (a) Desire of teachers to spend more time teaching those
subjects or In those areas In which they are more Interested, more
highly specialized or more talented (leading, thusly, to an exchange
of function between teachers); (b) Desire of teachers to achieve greater
flexibility In the grouping of pupils, at the same time maintaining
economy of teaching time (leading to exchange of pupils between
teachers); (c) Desire for efficiency of Instruction by combining
classes for certain purposes; (d) If teachers exchange teaching func¬
tions or pupils or combine classes, then there Is a need for joint
planning and evaluation.^
Several definitions of team teaching have been cited In litera¬
ture. Anderson states:
Team teaching Is an emerging pattern of personnel utiliza¬
tion In the schools. Several teachers are organized Into a
•'team*' with the joint responsibility for the planning,
execution, and evaluation of an education program for a large
group of children (usually the number of teachers multiplied
by 25-30). The team pattern allows for greater flexibility
In the assignment of teachers to tasks and In grouping pupils
for Instructional purposes, differentiated grouping become
possible for all subjects or aspects of a curriculum area,
and wide variations are possible In the size of Instructional
groups.^
^Judson T. Shaplln, ■'Cooperative Teaching: Definitions and
Organizational Analysis," The National Elementary Principal, XLIV
(January, 1965), 14-15.
2
Robert H. Anderson, "An Overview of Team Teaching," Team
Teaching at the Elementary School Level - Report of an Invitational
Workshop Sponsored by the Perkins and Kill Partnership, Architects,
May, 1964, pp. 10-11.
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Shaplln suggested that team teaching Is a type of Instructional
organization Involving teaching personnel and the students assigned to
them. In which two or more teachers are given responsibility, working
together, for all or a significant part of the Instruction of the same
group of students.^
Arnold says that the one factor necessary to the designation of
any plan as “team teaching*' Is that of the “team** -- meaning the In¬
volvement of two or more teachers In what should be a cooperative and
2
coordinated program of teaching.
Woodring has argued that team teaching Is a misnomer because “the
teaching at any given time. Is done by an Individual rather than by a
team." Hence, team teaching might be more appropriately labeled team
organization and planning.^
Thus, there are many definitions for team teaching but no con¬
sensus. Obviously, then, team teaching may take form In a variety of
ways. In effect. It Is a technique for organizing the Instructional
program for both elementary and secondary schools.
A Taxonomy for Team Teaching.—/toierlcan education has a multi¬
plicity of goals and purposes, many of which are conflicting. Hence,
Judson T. Shaplln, “Description and Definitions of Team Teach¬
ing," Team Teaching, eds. J. T. Shaplln and H. F. Olds, Jr., (New Yorkx
Harper and Row, Publishers, 1964), p. 15*
2
William E. Arnold, “Is Team Teaching the Answer?," School and
Society, XCL (December 14, 1963), 407-409.
^Paul Woodring, •'Reform Movement from the Point of View of Psycho¬
logical Theory," Theories of Learning and Instruction Sixty-third
Yearbook, Part I, National Society for the Study of Education (Chicagot
University of Chicago Press, 1964), p. 292.
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organization along the lines of team teaching Is going to vary In se¬
lecting v^lch goal or goals are to be affected In a classroom situa¬
tion; that Is to say, the goal chosen will profoundly affect the struc
tural variables chosen for the construction of the teaching team. In
view of the fact that there are unlimited possibilities for the struc¬
tural organization of small working groups In a teaching situation,
some serious consideration roust be given to an analysis of the struc¬
tural variables when It can be chosen In developing a team organiza¬
tion.
Olds classification of taxonomy Is as follows:I.Structural requirements of specific situation
A. Gradedness
B. Departmentalization




II. Autonomy or span of control within existing structural re-
qulr^ements (to be expressed In degrees: None, little, some,
considerable, complete)
A. Pupils1.Degree of control over the use of a variety of
types of groupings for a variety of purposes
B. Teachers
1. Degree of control over size and composition of team
2. Degree of control over time available for coopera¬
tion and coordination
3. Degree of control over use of available time
4. Degree of control over operation without external
supervisi on
5* Degree of control over nonteam activities of teachers
C. Curriculum and methods
1. Degree of control over establishing curriculum goals
2. Degree of control over choice of materials and methods
3. Degree of control over study and development of
curriculum materials
4. Degree of control over allocation of finances and
other resources of Instruction
D. Schedules
1. Degree of control over group size and composition
2. Degree of control over frequency of grouping changes
3. Degree of control over time allocation
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4. Degree of control over space allocation
5. Degree of control over teacher allocation
III. Authority structure and degree of specialization (to be ex¬
pressed in degrees: none, little, some, considerable,
total
A. Degree of vertical authority structure
1. Degree of task subdivision
a. Degree of differentiation abilities among staff
2. Degree of hierarchy in administrative structure
a. Degree of specialization of decision-making
functions
b. Degree of expertise in special task areas
B. Degree of horizontal authority structure
1. Degree of task specilization
a. Degree of expertise in special task areas
IV. Coordination (to be expressed) by degrees: absent, rare,
occasional, frequent, extensive
A. Degree of procedural coorination or concern for the
organization of the team as a social system
1. Degree of coordination concerned with behavior and
relationship of individuals in terms of authority
2. Degree of coordination concerned with behavior and
relationship of individuals in terms of roles
B. Degree of substantive coordination of concern for the
task
1. Degree of coordination concerned with pupils
2. Degree of coordination concerned with curriculum
3. Degree of coordination concerned with methods
Structural requirements are considered initially in this scheme
because these factors must precede any atten^>t to adequately describe
the team itself. Every school differs in some respect from every other
school. Gradedness is one of the factors (referred to above) that must
be considered as primary. This is true because at almost any level the
more rigid the concept of gradedness held by the school system, the more
difficult it will be for the team to exert any influence in this area.
Too, it will be more difficult for the team to provide an adequate
educational environment for extremely talented or extremely retarded
chiIdren.
Departmentalization is another form of organization, much more
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characteristic of the high school and junior high than of the elementary
school. The departmental pattern Is less fixed than the grade pattern
and may* In situations where matter Is under consideration* be In¬
fluenced by team teaching* although on the whole team teaching will
have to accommodate Itself to the persisting pattern* whatever that may
be.
It Is true that school size has a considerable degree of Influ¬
ence In determining the nature of team organization. It Is evident
that a small school will tend to have small teams* fewer teachers*
fewer pupils* vHIl often have a more favorable teacher-pupil ratio. In
such a situation the creation of small groups may present little diffi¬
culty* and the team may concentrate more efforts on the use of larger
combined groups.
In large schools the reverse Is more generally true. The team
may be large* the teacher-pupl 1 ratio will tend to be high* and there
will be considerable pressure to provide small groups* often with pro¬
portionate Increase In the use of large groups.
Financial resources are Important to any school system In deter¬
mining the kind of organization It will have. Schools which wish to use
existing facilities for cooperative teaching programs will have some
difficulty In modifying them because of costs. For It Is true that
team teaching* as one significant step In a move toward quality educa¬
tion* Is expensive* and school systems that cannot afford the expense
will have to settle for many compromises.
Human resources* teachers* administrators* aides are just as Im¬
portant* If not more so* as finances In arriving at the type of organi¬
zational plan a school will have. The competitive position the school
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holds In the hiring market may be influenced by its geographical loca¬
tion, its reputation, its proximity to institutions of higher learning,
and its own peculiar hiring policies. This is important to setting
up a team teaching plan because of the increased personnel requirement
and the fact that most schools will not hire completely new personnel
for their teams but will form them out of personnel already in the
school. It may turn out that many teachers, who were considered
thoroughly competent in their individual classrooms are not as adequate
in a team situation as it was originally thought they might be.
The amount of control which a teaching team assumes will be
limited by the school administration and by the team itself. Yet,
whatever the limitation, the autonomy of a teaching team will have to
be described in terms of the degree of control that the team exercise
in these areas: pupils, teachers, curriculum and method and schedules.
The degree of authority structure and specialization have to do
with the distinction between vertical and horizontal authority struc¬
ture. While some educators argue that both types may be present in a
team to some degree, Simon states:
First, if there is any horizontal specialization, vertical
specialization is absolute essential to adverse coordination
among the operative employees. Second, just as horizontal
specialization permits greater skill and expertise of their
tasks, so vertical specialization permits greater expertise
in making of decisions. Third, vertical specialization per¬
mits the operative personnel to be held accountable for
their decisions.^
^Herbert A. Simon, Administration Behavior, 2nd ed. (New
York: The Macmillan Company, I960), p. 7^*
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Others, (Goodlad) have suggested that '^cooperative teaching is
a way of organizing the school horizontally; that is, of assigning
students to teachers and classes. It has nothing to do with vertical
organization; that is, with the graded, multi-graded or non-graded
scheme of moving students upward through the school. However, the
horizontal flexibility of nongrading have a certain compatibility."'
If a teaching team contains a wide variety of specialized tasks
for the teachers that are a part of it, it may be said to have con¬
siderable horizontal authority structure. Thus, it is evident that
the size of the team will limit the degree of specialization that
exist within it. Too, though a team may claim to embrace a number
of specialists, it will not rank high in degree of horizontal author¬
ity structure unless the teachers who assumes tasks are extremely
competent in their specialized areas.
The type and degree of coordination present in a teaching team
is certainly its most important aspect. In any formal working group
it is important for the members of the group to understand and at least
partially accept the goals and the structure of the group. Individu¬
ality must be subservient to teamness so the lines of communication
remains open at all times.
All in all, the class!ficatory scheme (taxonomy) just described
was established as a conceptical framework for adequately characteri¬
zing teaching teams.
Antecendents of Team Teaching.—Several factors have had a pro-
'john L. Goodlad, op. cit., p. 11.
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found effect on American education. Among them aret teacher shortage,
knowledge explosion, and understanding of child growth. These forces
are important to our understanding of why team teaching developed in
the first place.
The reasons for teacher shortage are manyt current population
explosion, lack of intensive recruitment by the teaching profession,
the availability of new occupations which women can fill satisfactorily,
and the ability of women to hold jobs formerly reserved exclusively
for males. Too, schools are providing more services for pupils, hence,
more teachers are required to fill needed positions even if the school
enrollments remain relatively constant.
Years ago school assignments consisted by and largely of rote
memorization. Today, in every field of endeavor the percentage of
known facts is greater for the students currently enrolled than for
those of the past. In addition, news communication media transmit
these facts faster and to more people than ever before. Adding diffi¬
culty to all of this is the inescapable fact that much of what was
memorized is now inaccurate in the light of new knowledge.
The problem of individual differences in children's abilities has
confronted educators for a number of years. One of the major break¬
throughs was the confirmation that intellectual abilities of children
differed and could be measured in what was later called an intelligence
quotient (I.Ql.). Later it was found that even pupils of the same I.Q,.
had other differences. This led to the contribution of tests which
were designed to measure such factors as a child's verbal and quanti¬
tative abi 11 ties.
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Not only have educators learned that there are vast differences
among pupils of a given classroom, but there is a great deal of differ¬
ence:* within a given child as he deals with different subject areas.
For example, a pupil who is far above average in reading may be only
slightly above average in arithmetic and even below average in spell¬
ing or music.
Another change in understanding of child growth and development
has been a recognition of the importance of considering many respects
of a child rather than just his intellectual accomplishments. The
physical and emotional health of a child drastically affects his school
progress.
There are several questions to which educators must direct their
attention: Is the school responsible for the whole child? If a
child's education is affected by his mental and physical health, to
what extent is a school responsible for providing the services of a
nurse, a psychologist, or a speech therapist? If knowledge is expand¬
ing so rapidly that no elementary teacher can keep up with all sub¬
jects, what can be expected of the pupils? Should professional standards
be warned or lowered to ease the teacher shortage? Will hiring of non¬
professionals alleviate the situation? What are the underlying fea¬
tures of the various subject matter disciplines and the most adequate
techniques for communicating them? Will social promotion solve the
problem of understanding child growth and development?
Team teaching as a vehicle . . . hopefully a better approach . . .
for solving some of the fundamental problems just discussed. It repre¬
sents a framework which can lead to a school-wide or system-wide pro¬
gram of improvement. Team teaching is a practical means to a desirable
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end, the Improvement of the teaching-learning process. It permits
better recruitment and retention policies through opportunities for
new careers and new roles In teaching. It permits more sophisticated
grouping practices based on greater knowledge of child growth and
development. Significantly, In one or another of the major team
teaching programs In the United States can be found effective responses
to each of the factors Influencing American education, all resulting
In better Instruction.^
Architectual approaches to Team Teaching.—As research In educa¬
tion gathers momentum and as experimentation develops sound practice.
It becomes obvious that even the most recently constructed elementary
school building will not provide the spaces and facilities needed for
effective operation of the programs that are to become available to
our youth. Surely team teaching within limitations can be considered
In the traditional building of a fixed number of classrooms of approxi¬
mately eight hundred square feet each and the usual auxiliary areas,
but this will not permit the full flexibility needed for team teaching.
It Is very likely that a vast majority of the school buildings erected
today will not satisfy the great change In Instruction that appears
Inevitable In the next decade or two.
Team teaching will achieve Its great possibilities with the fol¬
lowing or similar spaces.
Space must be designed to (1) accommodate groups of various
sizes, from one or two pupils to several hundred, according to the
^Balr and Woodword, op. cit., pp. 10-11.
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learning purposes of each group; (2) permit frequent change of group
size with minimum loss of time between instructional activities; (3)
provide a “home base" for each pupil for study, for storage of per¬
sonal supplies and books, and for clothing; (4) provide a “home base"
for each teacher when he can study, plan, confer, and develop instruc¬
tional material alone, in small groups, and with total team; (5) make
immediately available whatever teaching learning aids may be required
in any space by teachers or pupils; (6) provicte an Instructional re¬
source center for teachers and pupils, including the latest techno¬
logical developments facilitating independent of small group study;
(7) allow for the proper accoustical solution of the problems of
separation of sound and of adequate sound distribution and intensity.^
Since flexibility is the key to team teaching, it is clear that
a building having the element of adaptability will greatly facilitate
the program. Greater utilization of teachers and wider opportunity
for pupil regrouping will be achieved if the restrictive characteris¬
tics of the traditional building can be eliminated.
^Ibid., pp. 38-39.
CHAPTER II
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
Introduction
The data recorded In this chapter were accumulated after a thor¬
ough review of the related literature. In-depth Interviews with eleven
teachers In the primary department of Emma Clarrisa Clement School,
Atlanta, Georgia. Six of these were participants In a team teaching
program and five were participants In a self-contained classroom pro¬
gram but were exploring the desirability of changing to a team teach¬
ing program.
In accordance with the purpose of the study, the writer sought to
make an assessment of a team teaching program which had been In opera¬
tion for two years and upon the outcomes of the assessment derive de¬
cisions regarding the possible expansion of the program.
For the In-depth Interviews of teachers a questionnaire was con¬
structed for the purposes of obtaining Information about the tenure,
grades taught, certification and the feelings of the respondents re¬
garding the following!
1. The advantages and the disadvantages of the self-contained
classroom approach.
2. The advantages and the disadvantages of the team teaching
approach.





The opinions and their assessment of the team teaching
approach.
5. The opinions about the organization and administration
of a team teaching approach.
6. The estimation of the overall attainments of children who
received their previous training In the self-contained
classroom as compared with the overall attainments of
children who received their training In the team teaching
situatlon.
The remainder of this chapter has been utilized to present the
basic findings of this research. The process Included both tabular
and contextual data.
Tabular Data
Tables one« two and three present pertinent data regarding the
years of teaching experience, the grades taught, and types of certi¬
ficates held by the eleven teachers.
Table 1 shows the years of teaching experience to have been two
for the least and twenty-nine for the most. Each category represents
one teacher. Two teachers had 15 years of experience and two 11 years.
The remainder of the categories (4, 14, 18, 19, and 27 years) registered
the five teachers not previously mentioned.
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Table 2 reflects the grades taught by the eleven teachers. The
largest number (four) taught first graders, three taught third graders,
two second graders and two worked with Kindergarten.
TABLE 2
GRADES TAUGHT BY TEACHERS






In terms of professional certification , eight held the 0T4 cer-
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The Advantages of the Self-Contained Classroom Approach
The related literature revealed that many professional educators
contend that the self-contained classroom Is the most desirable system
of classroom organization In the elementary school. Such a classroom
unit, they argue, provides the fullest possible Integration of learning
experiences Inasmuch as the youngsters are under the continuous guid¬
ance and supervision of a given teacher throughout the school day and
school term. These educators also believe that this arrangement Is
more conducive to fostering desirable mental health factors In the
teaching-learning process than any other system of Instructional organi¬
zation.^
Advocates of this plan point out that mental health factors are
best taken Into account under this system since the self-contained
teacher Is concerned with the education of the whole child, rather than
Patrick Fordell, "Self-Contained Classroom In Operation," Nation's
Schools, XLIX (January, 1962), 55-57*
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merely being concerned with the child's specialized competencies In a
given subject field.^
Proponents of the self-contained classroom organization claim
that It provides for greater teacher acquaintance with each child, more
flexibility In time allotments, and better correlation and Integra¬
tion of subject matter. Moreover, It avoids the necessity of the child
2
having to adjust to more than one teacher.
The respondents Indicated the following as advantages of the self-
contained classroom:
1. Promotes creativity
2. Easier reporting procedure
3. Freedom to select subject matter
4. More freedom In scheduling
5. More freedom In planning
6. Keeps teacher alert In many areas Instead of a few
7. Saves time because of Immobility of classroom
8. Avoids possible personality conflicts with other teachers
on a team.
9. Teachers have the total responsibility for fewer students.
The Disadvantages of the Self-contained Classroom
Those who maintain that the self-contained classroom needs to be
re-evaluated, argue that It requires teachers to be with children all
^Nowel L. Smith, "Primary Schools and Home-School Relationships,"
Educational Administration and Supervision, XLII (March, 1956), 129-133.
^Rodney Tillman, "Self-Contained Classroom: Where Do We Stand?"
Educational Leadership, XVIII (November, i960), 82-84.
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day on a sustained basis without providing for the much-needed "breaks"
permitted in other lines of work. They also believe that the subject
matter knowledge and skill in the methods required to teach all sub¬
jects in elementary school are greater than can be adequately achieved
by all who enter the field. Expecting all elementary teachers to like
to teach all subjects, they claim, is unrealistic. It ignores the
factor of aptitude and interest in the scientific fact that people do
better work when doing what they like and enjoy.^
Although the respondents expressed satisfaction with certain as¬
pects of the self-contained classroom approach they were unanimous in
their feelings that the disadvantages outweighed the advantages and
that they would either prefer to continue to work in the team teaching
program or change to this approach. Some of the expressed disadvan¬
tages were:
1. Limited opportunity for grouping of students.
2. Limited opportunity for individualized instruction.
3. Limited opportunity for children to relate to more than
one teacher.
4. Tendency of teacher to concentrate in field of interest.
5. Isolation from other teachers.
6. Inability to profit from observing other teachers' per¬
formance.
7. Higher teacher-pupi1 ratio.
8. Limited in use of materials and a variety of teaching aids.
^Rosella Roff, "Grouping and Individualizing in the Elementary
Classroom," Educational Leadership, XV (1957)> 171-175*
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The Advantages of Team Teachlng
In this generation of American education, there appears to be
nationwide increase in the amount of cooperative and collaborative
activity among teachers, particular of activity directly connected
with classroom teaching. There are four persistent themes which seem
to reflect a discontent with the self-contained classroom teaching
approach.
One persistent theme is the desire of teachers to spend more
time teaching those subjects or in those areas in which they are more
interested, specialized or talented. A second theme is the desire of
teachers to achieve greater flexibility in the grouping of pupils, at
the economy of teaching time.
The third theme is that of efficiency of instruction by combining
classes for certain purposes and the fourth Isa consequence of the
first three. If teachers exchange teaching functions or pupils, or
combine classes, then there is a need for point planning and evalua¬
tion.
Examination of team teaching projects reported in professional
literature reveals common principles basic to all projects. A number
of these principles are listed below.
1. Effective team teaching does not happen by chance; it is the
result of careful planning.
2. In team teaching the various segments of instruction taught
by different participants have to be correlated.
3. The chief purpose of team teaching is to improve the quality
of instruction and learning by using the school staff as
efficiently as possible.
4. The effectiveness of team teaching largely depends upon the
variety of strengths of individual team members and their
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ability to work together as a group. Team teaching per¬
mits teachers to capitalize on their particular strengths
and to minimize their weaknesses.
5. Team teaching requires cooperative planning and capitalizes
on group thinking.
6. Certain types of information lend themselves to different
methods of teaching--independent study, small groups, or
large groups.
7* In order to serve the needs of different instructional
situations, teaching teams can be organized to teach the
same subject to combined groups, to cross subject-matter
boundaries, to take advantage of unique facilities and
individuals within a community, or to individualize in¬
struction as dictated by student needs.
8. Team teaching has inherent instructional flexibility
possessed by no other teaching method. It may employ all
types of audio-visual media, including television; a range
of different teachers, each presenting the lesson he teaches
best; and small or large blocks of time in teaching small
or large groups of students.
9. Successful team teaching presupposes the team members'
willingness to experiment and the availability of classrooms
of varied sizes, conference rooms, and a range of audio¬
visual aids.1
Team teaching has only one major purpose: to improve the quality
of instruction on the elementary level. There are a number of other
objectives that can be noted but it is essential that this major pur¬
pose be kept in mind.
Many surveys made of team teaching reveal that on the whole
pupils profit, the staff profits, and the school profits.
Advocates of team teaching strongly believe that students taught
by this method do as well as, and in some cases better than, students
taught by the usual classroom method. These supporters point out that
^Sterling G. Callahan, Successful Teaching in Secondary Schools
(Atlanta: Scott, Foresman and Company, 1966), pp. 476-477*
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team teaching has several basic advantages over the conventional teach¬
ing system using individual classroom teachers. The literature re¬
flected the following:
1. Teaching teams can be organized in a number of different
ways to meet the needs of the particular school and the
course content. Certain content may best be learned
through a teacher-centered approach in a large-group
situation; other content may be learned most effectively
through interaction among students and teacher or through
individual study.
2. Individual students learn differently in groups of varying
sizes; and team teaching, which usually provides for in¬
struction in both large and small groups, can meet these
individual student differences better than the usual class¬
room system.
3. The large-group instruction in team teaching gives both
students and teachers a welcomed break from the monotony of
conventional small-group Instruction.
4. Large-group sessions enable more students to benefit from
instruction by the most skilled teachers.
5. Under team teaching, students can beneficially be exposed
to teachers with varying backgrounds and different areas of
specialization.
6. When noncertified personnel and clerical aides are part of
the team, the experienced teachers can be freed of non¬
professional, time-consuming tasks.
7. Because team members must plan carefully and have the time
in which to do so, the quality of instruction possible in a
team project is often better than that possible in conven¬
tional classroom instruction. Team teaching also permits
flexibility in organizing the teacher's time.
8. Team teaching provides the setting for more effective student
participation in the teaching-learning process by means of
small-group instruction. Under this system, students usually
are given greater opportunity for self-directed study and
Independent research.
9. The content of different subjects may be coordinated more
effectively in a team program than in a system where in¬
dividual subjects are always taught in separate classes.
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10. Team teaching allows for more efficient and economical
use of building space and teacher personnel. Seldorooused,
auditoriums as well as small offices may be used to ad¬
vantage} and team teachers not Involved In actual Instruc¬
tion may spend a larger portion of their time on necessary
nonteaching responsibl11tles.^
The six respondents that had experienced team teaching were re¬
quested to Indicate specifically some of the advantages of team teach¬
ing based on their experiences. They Identified ten specific advan¬
tages of team teaching which they expressed as Important from their
point of view. There Is a remarkable correlation between their stated
advantages and those that are reflected In the professional literature.
As a matter of fact, the advantages which they cite seem to justify
the rationalization for team teaching as projected by the supporters
of this teaching system. However} some disadvantages were noted. The
advantages stated by the six teachers were as follows:
1. Increases the opportunity to learn by observation
2. Promotes cooperative planning
3. Fosters In-service growth.
4. Permits better utilization of skills of teachers
5. Promotes flexibility In field of methodology
6. Helps children to become Independent and responsible
for own learning
7. Permits more time for conferences} planning and evaluation
8. Permits greater use of community resources
9. Encourages the use of the multi-media approach10.Permits professional assistance from team member.
hbld.} pp. 478-479.
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Disadvantages of Team Teaching
Although team teaching has grown dramatically since the late fif¬
ties, it poses no real threat to the existence of the self-contained
classroom. Proponents of team teaching are quick to identify its
limitations. Some of these limitations are listed heret
1. Many teachers are not suited by training or disposition
to engage in the cooperative planning and varied use of
procedures, resources, and personnel that are essential
in team teaching. In fact, it is often maintained that
if a teacher is thoroughly competent, in teaching his
particular subject, team teaching is not necessary.
Some administrators—wishing to appear progressive—
encourage faculty members to engage in team teaching
although they may possess little inclination or aptitude
for it. Members of a teaching team must possess special
characteristics, and the variety essential to this type
of teaching often taxes their ingenuity.
2. Team teaching calls for the use of special physical
facilities. If these facilities are not available, they
must be provided at considerable expense to the school
district. Many older schools simply do not have the
large rooms that are necessary for many team teaching
situations.
3. Special planning periods must be scheduled at a time when
all team members can meet. In order to make such meetings
possible, the administrator sometimes must ask for con¬
cessions for team members or impose restrictions on non¬
team members.
4. The per-student cost of team teaching is sometimes higher
than the per-student cost of conventional teaching, be¬
cause many teams are comprised of nonprofessional aides,
para-professionals, and clerical assistants in addition
to full-time certified teachers.
5. The necessary impersonality of large-group instruction
hampers the emotional, social, and academic progress of
certain students who need consistent, individual contact
with their teachers. Team teachers seldom become well-
enough acquainted with the Individual students in the
large group to be able to meet their needs effectively.
6. Planning essential to productive team teaching often be¬
comes unduly complicated; the end result may not justify
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the expenditure of professional time and energy. If Indi¬
vidualized Instruction and Instruction In both the small
and large groups Is not planned with great care, team
teaching may be less effective than traditional classroom
Instruction.^
Although the respondents to the questionnaire Indicated a pre¬
ference for team teaching In preference to the self-contained class¬
room approach, the six teachers noted disadvantages with their experi¬
ences with team teaching.
Seven such disadvantages were Identified. These disadvantages
relate specifically to the experiences of the respondents. Some of
them such as the difficulties encountered by students In keeping up
with their personal property and the Inadequacies of the physical
plant are not out of harmony with the disadvantages as reflected In
the professional literature. The seven Identified disadvantages were:
1. Restricted Indivl dual 1 ty
2. Duties spreaded too widely
3. Program did not effectively meet needs of gifted children
4. Inadequate physical plants
5. Limlted orientation
6. Frequent mobility upset schedule
7. Difficulty with students In keeping up with personal
property.
Assessment of the Self-contained Classroom Approach
The traditional pattern of elementary school teaching Is gener¬
ally known as the self-contained classroom approach. This approach Is




All of the teachers participating In this study had experienced
teaching In a self-contained classroom. Several questions were In¬
cluded In the Interviews to secure an assessment of the effectiveness
of this teaching plan. The Information to follow deals specifically
with their responses.
Table 4 deals with the frequencies of the teachers, responses
about some of the aspects of team teaching and the self-contained
classroom program. The eleven teachers answered the questions appro¬
priate In their situation. It was stated earlier that five of the
teachers were active In the self-contained classroom program and six
were using the team teaching approach.
In response to a question In regards to their Interest In having
more Interaction between teachers In the self-contained classroom,
their answers were eight yes, one no and two undecided. Five respond¬
ents reported that the grouping techniques In the self-contained class¬
room were not satisfactory. Seven teachers Indicated that they were
unable to cover the teaching materials they felt necessary to cover
In the self-contained classroom, two Indicated they were able to cover
the materials satisfactorily. Six respondents said they were unable
to provide satisfactorily Individualized Instruction In their self-
contained classroom situation, three reported they were. In regards
to the effectiveness of the one-to-one teacher child relationships,
five reported they were satisfactory, while four said they were not.
All of the respondents Indicated they could profit professionally by
membership on a team. All of those participating In the self-contained
classroom Indicated a willingness to change to the team teaching approach.
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TABLE 4
RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS REGARDING THE TEAM TEACHING APPROACH AND




1. Should there be more inter¬
action between teachers In
the self-contained class¬
room? 8 1 2
2. Is the grouping technique
presently used In the self-
contained classroom satis¬
factory? 5
3* Were you able to cover the
teaching materials you felt
necessary In the self-contained
classroom program? 2 7 2
4. Do you feel ways were provided
to give satisfactory Individu¬
alized Instruction In the self-
contained classroom program? 3 6 2
5* Does the self-contained class¬
room approach permit effective
one-to-one teacher-child re¬
lationship? 5 4 2
6. Do you feel you could'profit
professionally as a member
of a team? 11
7> Do you feel your pupils would
have profited more In a team
teaching program rather than
In a self-contained classroom
program? 5
8. Are you willing to change from
the self-contained classroom
approach to a team teaching
approach? 5
9* Would you like to remain In
the team teaching program? 6
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and all those participating In the team teaching approach Indicated a
willingness to continue In the program. The five teachers In the
self-contained classroom program felt that the students would profit
more from a team teaching program than a self-contained classroom pro¬
gram.
This seems to Indicate that the respondents are not satisfied
with the traditional self-contained classroom approach and feel that
team teaching offers greater opportunity for more effective teaching.
This conclusion seems evident despite the fact that six teachers noted
some specific reservation about the team teaching program.
Assessment of the Team Teaching Approach
The study specifically sought to establish If those teachers who
had used both the self-contained classroom and the team teaching ap¬
proaches thought that the latter approach had certain advantages over
the former. Six of the respondents had had the experience with both
approaches. They Indicated that the team teaching approach seemed more
effective In the following ways:
Expanding the range of skills and Interest.—The six respondents
concluded that the students with the team teaching experiences had a
wider range of skills, especially In the utilization of the language
arts. They also showed superior ability to study Independently. Most
showed evidences of greater Interest In affairs outside of the class¬
room, affairs relating to the family and the community. They seem
to have a greater sense of community Identification. It seems that
the varied Interests brought to the team teaching situation by members
of the teaching team are reflected In a broader Interest on a part of
the products of the team teaching approach.
Providing for Individualized 1 nstructlon.—The consensus of
opinion of the responding teachers was that the team teaching approach
does permit greater opportunity for Individualized Instruction because
of the flexibility offered In grouping, scheduling and the fact that
there v«re more teachers working together.
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They felt, however, they were in fact not able to do more indi¬
vidualized instruction in their particular team teaching situation be¬
cause of the inadequacy of the physical plant. Although there appeared
to be adequate space, it was allocated in such a manner that prohibited
easy flow from one area to another. This situation resulted in less
individualized instruction and a break-down of scheduling because of
loss of time in the transferring of pupils from place to place.
Providing for one-to-one teacher-child relationship.—The teachers
expressed the feeling that the team teaching approach offers greater
opportunity for one-to-one teacher-child relationship. However, most
felt that this proved to be most difficult during the beginning of the
year and did not measurably improve until the end of the school year.
Several students had had no previous school experiences and thus seemed
unprepared for the complexities of team teaching. The students seemed
to have become accustomed to relating to their mother on a one-to-one
basis and appeared to be frustrated in their effort to identify with
more than one adult at a time. This feeling was expressed by the
teachers despite the fact that they recognized that the students did
have a choice of teachers with whom they might identify.
Providing more opportunities for maximum development of the
learners.—The respondents indicated that team teaching does provide
great opportunities for maximum development. It seems to promote in¬
dependence in the students who were forced during their beginning
school days to adjust to a very difficult social system. Team teaching
seemed to enhance personal development. For example: many students
had difficulty in managing their personal property which had to be
carried with them since they had to move from building to building.
These daily experiences, however, help teach students how to manage
their personal belongings more satisfactorily.
Social development seems to be enhanced because of the oppor¬
tunities that students have for working in a closer relationship with
students of varied abilities and interests in a large group instruc¬
tion. This was especially true when students of varied cultural,
economic and educational backgrounds were grouped in the team teaching
program.
Providing more opportunities for teachers and pupils to plan
together and to pursue such plans toward more meaningful real: zatfon.—
The team teaching system for providing greater opportunities for
teachers to plan together in the best interest of their students. It
also seems to present greater opportunity for such plans to be pursued
successfully. The opportunities appear to be greater because each
teacher had responsibility for the whole team yet had the benefit of
other members of the team in planning, implementations and periodic
assessments. It also seemed that team teaching offers greater oppor¬
tunities for teachers and pupils to plan together primarily because of
the flexibility provided for grouping along ability and interest lines.
These factors suggest greater opportunity for joint planning than is





The feeling has been expressed In much of the current literature
that under the traditional form of administrative organization, teacher
strengths, skills, and Interest are not being fully utilized. In addi¬
tion, much of the teacher's time Is necessarily taken up with menial
tasks such as setting up audio-visual equipment, preparing materials,
putting assignments on the board, et cetera. Freed from these tasks
it Is felt that the teacher could more effectively spend the time In
Instruction, lesson preparation, and planning. A more recent develop¬
ment in our efforts to more effectively organize our schools and there¬
by provide a more adequate learning situation Is Team Teaching. In
such a plan, two or more teachers are given responsibility, working
together for all or a significant part of the Instruction of the same
group of children.
The first grade was organized to work as a team. The organiza¬
tion of the team Is based on the Pittsburgh project (a modified version)
as follows! A team leader who Is a master teacher with several years
of experience as a teacher of first grade, three regular teachers and
three M. Y. C. aides. The one.hundred and fourteen (114) pupils are
assigned to a homeroom on the basis of reading ability and receive most
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of their instruction from the same homeroom teacher. They are assigned
to other teachers for large group instruction, special remedial help or
advanced work. Large group instruction involves science, social studies,
art, music and physical education. While three teachers are working
with small remedial groups to reinforce and extend the skills in read¬
ing and arithmetic, the fourth teacher along with the aides take the
pupils to the auditorium for large group instruction in one or more of
the areas listed above on alternating days. The librarian may also take
part of these pupils for story hour. The teachers are assigned to teach¬
ing groups according to their interests and abilities. The remedial
groups consist of fifteen pupils while the large group may consist of 25
to 70 pupils with one regular teacher and two or more teacher aides. All
teachers aides live in the community.
The first grade team was organized on a more flexible basis in an
attempt to establish better teaching conditions. It was hoped that these
conditions would lead through more effective and efficient utilization
of the teaching staff, to better instruction for the children.
Recapitulation of the Basic Conceptualizations
In Chapter I, the writer includes a general discussion on team
teaching under the following headings: (a) introductory statements;
(b) description and definition of team teaching; (c) a taxonomy of team
teaching; (d) antecedents of team teaching, and (e) architectural ap¬
proaches to team teaching.
Also in Chapter I, it was indicated that the problem of this re¬
search developed because of the increased emphasis on team teaching, and
because it is possible that the writer will be engaged in a team teaching
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program In the fall of 1968-69 school year, the writer developed a keen
desire to gain knowledge and understanding of the collaborated teaching
and flexible grouping as over against the conventional self-contained
classroom situation. It Is hoped that this study, will result In In¬
creased Information and understanding of the relative merits of the
team teaching pattern on the part of those who are responsible for the
education of boys and girls and for the planning and administration of
the educational system. The results should certainly assist the adminis¬
trative and Instructional personnel In the specific school In reaching
warranted decisions regarding the educational experiences of many chil¬
dren under their supervision.
The problem Involved In this study was to make an assessment of a
first grade team teaching program which replaced a self-contained class¬
room program. The team teaching program had been In operation for two
years. On the basis of the results of the assessment, recommendations
were to be made regarding the justification In expanding the program
to the second grade and perhaps throughout the primary department. The
program had as Its utmost goals the Improvement of educational experi¬
ences.
This study concerned Itself with data collected from the related
literature and the subjects, however, since the subjects were limited
to teachers employed In the primary grades at the Emma Clarrisa Clement
Elementary School and since permission from the principal to conduct
the Interviews had to be secured, there was a greater possibility that
some of the responses might be biased and/or distorted.
The general purpose of this study was to make an assessment of a
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team program which had been in operation for two years and upon the out¬
comes of the assessment derive decisions regarding the possible expan¬
sion of the program.
The specific purposes were to establish if the teachers who had
used both the self-contained and the team teaching approaches thought
the team teaching approach does a better job than does the self-
contained classroom approach in:
1. Expanding the range of skills and interests.
2. Providing for individualized instruction.
3. Providing for one-to-one teacher-child relationship.
4. Providing more opportunities for maximum development.
5. Providing more opportunities for pupils and teachers to
plan together and to pursue such plans toward more mean¬
ingful realization.
The descriptive method of research utilizing the techniques of
content analysis and interviewing was used in conducting this study.
The procedural steps used are set forth immediately below:
1. A thorough review of the related literature was made.
2. Interviews were conducted with the teachers who have
made use of the self-contained classroom approach and the
team teaching approach, on the restricted basis, regarding
the strengths and weaknesses and/or advantages and dis¬
advantages of the two approaches.
3. Interviews were conducted with the teachers at grade level
of possible expansion (second and third grades) regarding
their feelings about supplanting the self-contained
approach with the team teaching approach.
4. Interviews were conducted with the teachers at the second
and third grade levels concerning the overall attainments
of the children who received their previous training in
the self-contained classroom as compared with the overall
attainments of children who received'their training in the
team teaching situation.
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5* The findings^ conclusions, implications and recommendations
were included in the final thesis copy.
This study was conducted during the summer of 1968 in Atlanta,
Georgia. The interviews were conducted in the homes of the respondents
and taped for fullness and accuracy.
Summary of Related Literature
A summation of the related literature pertinent to this study
has been set forth in the general statements immediately to follow.1.The most frequent criticism of the self-contained plan
is that it limits the education of the children. No
teacher can be competent in all the fields required. . .
and without breadth of competence represented by a staff
of specialists, the curriculum of the child will be
limited unduly.^
2. Team Teaching is a more recent development in our efforts
to more effectively organize our schools and thereby pro¬
vide a more adequate learning situation.^
3. While in a limited sense, team teaching may be considered
new, unquestionably it has many forebears and some of its
underlying principles have long been the subject of ex-
peri men tati on. ^
4. Team Teaching is a type of instructional organization
involving teaching personnel and students assigned to them,
in which two or more teachers are given responsibility,
working together, for all the significant parts of the
instruction for the same group of children.**^5.A taxonomy for team teaching in American education has a
^H. L. Caswell, op. cit., p. 14.
2
R. M. Thomas, op. cit., pp. 46-47.
^Stuart E. Dean, op. cit., pp. 38-39»
4
Judson T. Shaplin, "Description and Definitions of Team Teach
ing," op. cit., p. 15.
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multiplicity of goals and purposes, many of which are con-
f 1 i cti ng. ^6.The antecendents of team teaching are important to our
understanding of why team teaching developed in the first
place. Among them are: teacher shortage, knowledge
explosions, and understanding of child growth.^7.Since flexibility is the key to team teaching, it is clear
that a building having the element of adaptability will
greatly facilitate the program.^8.A definite advantage of team teaching is flexible grouping
and teacher specialization which benefits both the "gifted"
pupil and the less able.49.A disadvantage of team teaching is that some pupils are not
capable of relating satisfactorily to more than one adult
figure in the school.510.It is felt by some that the self-contained classroom pro¬
motes a stronger teacher-pupil relationship,®
Summary of Basic Findings
1. Teachers felt that the common elements are basically
the same; that is to educate the whole child.
2. Teachers were of the opinion that the administration
plays the key role to the extent that it executes the
financial part of the program and must at all times
assume responsibility for teacher selection, and in-
service training.
3. It was the opinion of the teachers, that the teacher plays
the most important role in the team teaching program.
They felt that success of the program depended primarily
upon their acceptance and understanding of it.
Henry F. Olds, Jr., Team Teaching, eds. J. T. Shaplin and Henry
Olds, Jr., (New York» Harper and Row Publishers, 1964), p. 99.
2
Medill Bair and Richard G. Woodward, op. cit., p. 24,
^Marion Pope Franklin, School Organizationt Theory and Practice
(Chicago: Rand McNally and Company, 1967), p. 37•
^Robert H, Anderson, op. cit., pp. 22-26.
5williara E. Arnold, op. cit., pp. 407-409.
^Gene Cartwright, "Should Your School Try Team Teaching?,"
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4. The teachers felt that team teaching is better for pupil
achievement and that the concept itself is highly adequate
and a useful one.
Conclusions
The findings of this research warrant the following conclusions:
1. The major differences between team teaching and the self-
contained classroom program are the ways each program is
structured and executed.
2. Advantages and disadvantages are not divorced from the self-
contained classroom nor team teaching techniques and
experiences.
3. Team teaching and self-contained classroom techniques have
some similarities. However, team teaching follows a less
rigid time schedule and provides for more desirable ad¬
justments in classroom organization; thus, promoting maxi¬
mum academic, social and emotional growth.
4. Expansion of team teaching experiences is contingent upon
multi-factors. Competent personnel, favorable climate, and
adequate facilities are some of these factors.
5. Expansion of the team teaching program for the primary
grades at the E. C. Clement Elementary School would be
justified, if competent personnel, adequate physical facili¬
ties, and a favorable climate are realities.
Implications
The conclusions encompassed inherent implications. Nevertheless,
the following specific implications are warranted by the findings and
conclusions:
1. The presence of the mere structure or framework for team
teaching as well as for the self-contained classroom do not
guarantee the superiority of either.
2. Seemingly, because of greater fluidity team teaching
techniques provide more opportunities for desirable ad¬
justment in classroom organization.
Wisconsin Journal of Education, (October, 1965), pp. 20-21.
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Recommendations
The recommendations stemming from the present study are based on
the findings, conclusions and implications previously stated. The
specific recommendations are as followss
1. That a more comprehensive effort be made to explore the
merits of team teaching as an instructional procedure as
compared with the more traditional self-contained situa¬
tion.
2. That all concerned personnel should be encouraged to
participate in developing the basic policies and practices
in programming.
3. That teachers prepare themselves to launch out into areas
of effective not-compulsory cooperative planning as a pre¬
lude to a more formal attack on team teaching as an in¬
structional device.
k. That the central administration should provide the neces¬
sary physical facilities and personnel for the successful
expansion and operation of the team teaching program at the
E. C. Clement Elementary School.
5. That continuous study of teachers' opinions toward team
teaching and self-contained classroom procedures and prac¬
tices at the E. C. Clement Elementary School be made, in
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ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF THE TEAM
In the organization and administration of a teaching team, several
factors should be taken into consideration. These are spelled out in
the previous chapter dealing with the characteristics of team teaching.
It is generally conceded that a well organized team can more effectively
serve a student on all ability levels and serve the individual needs
of students more effectively than with the traditional plan of organi¬
zation.
Most educators are convinced that team teaching aids learning, and
that it is the highway of the future. It has stimulated the use of
newer audio-visual devices and instructional materials. It has fostered
a more concerned effort on curriculum revision, improved instructional
techniques, more flexible grouping practices and more cooperative effort
on the part of teachers not directly participating in team teaching.
In short, the plan has had many positive effects both within and with¬
out the program.'
In the interviews with the teachers several questions were asked
to elicit information about the organization concerning the team in
their school. It was revealed that all teachers felt that teachers
should be approached by the administration to determine their interests
and willingness to serve on a team prior to placement. The eleven re¬
spondents were unanimously agreed in this feeling. It was a feeling
of each that to place an unwilling teacher on a team would adversely
effect their performance.
'Norwalk Plan, op. cit., pp. 12-13.
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The teachers also expressed special concern for the manner of the
selection of teachers for team teaching. In addition to willingness
and interest, they felt that personality, previous professional per¬
formance and area of specialization are vital.
The major factor in the organization of a team as expressed by
the respondents was the desirability of a structured orientation pro¬
gram for all prospective team members. As a matter of fact, such a
program of orientation might include the entire faculty and school ad¬
ministrators to acquaint the entire school system with the philosophy
and objectives of the team approach.
The respondents suggested that there are certain types of teachers
that should not be selected for a team. These would include those who
are unwilling to change, those with individualistic personalities and
those who are comfortable in the self-contained classroom.
Some teachers have discovered that team teaching is not for them.
The relative isolation of the self-contained classroom represents the
kind of security they require. The teachers who have been most success¬
ful and happiest in team teaching have been those who enjoy working and
sharing their strengths and weaknesses with others, who have been able
to defend and to attack an idea, and who enjoy serving both as a follower
and as a leader.^
In response to a question regarding the composition of the team
with reference to experienced or inexperienced teachers, the respondents
were unanimous in the feeling that the team should be made up of both.
^Bair and Woodward, op. cit., p. 214.
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They indicated that the new teachers might bring a wholesome open-
mindedness to the team while the experienced teachers would bring the
special quality of experiences and skills cultivated during the course
of their professional career.
Seven of the respondents indicated that it probably would be
easier for new teachers to become successful members of a team than it
would be for new teachers to launch professional careers in self-
contained classrooms. Four expressed the opinion that it would be no
measurable differences in beginning with each approach.
In substantiation of the point of view that beginning teachers
would find it easier to begin their career in a team teaching situation
it may be noted that a beginning teacher in a team situation is exposed
to the talents and knowledge of other members of the team. Others feel
that a well balanced and imaginative beginning teacher will encounter
no special difficulty beginning in either situation.
All of the teachers observed that a greater opportunity is offered
to team teachers for more effective utilization of their talents than
would be the case in a self-contained assignment. In regard to inquiry
as to whether or not services from the administrators of the school
were more readily available to a teacher on a team than one in a self-
contained classroom situation, one teacher suggested that it was easier
to secure assistance from the acbninistration while five said that services
were about the same under each circumstance.
In reaction to the question regarding the ideal number to serve
on a team, three respondents felt the team should be composed of six
members, four recommended a team of four and one suggested a team of
nine, while three had no opinion.
APPENDIX B
EVALUATION OF TEAM LEADER
One of the necessary assumptions behind team organization, as
well as for all other educational means. Is that the established rela¬
tionships will be healthy ones for teachers. The organization should
foster (1) Inservice growth; (2) effective use of energy; (c) a good
start for the beginning teacher; (4) curriculum development, and (5)
teacher creativity. Preliminary data would suggest that teaming does
tend to accomplish these ends. It has proved to be a successful format
for the beginning teacher. The working relationship with experienced
teachers has been almost universally an asset. The few exceptions
occurred when the team leader was unable to fulfill his role effectively
or when there was antagonism within the team.^
It 1s generally conceded that a team leader Is more likely to suc¬
ceed as a leader If he possesses these skills and qualities; (1) organi
zatlonal skills; (2) ability to work with others; (3) resourcefulness;
(4) ability to coordinate the efforts of the team. The leader should
be a mature, experienced, master teacher of unusual talents, who has had
extensive teaching experience. The leader should be elective or ap¬
pointed to serve as the leader of the teaching team and whose major
responsibilities are teaching and coordinating the team efforts.
The team leader concept offers opportunities for professional ad-
2
vancement and provides the proper leadership for the team.
^Marian Pope Franklin, School Organization Theory and Practice
(Chicago: Rand McNally and Company, 1967)* P* 306.
2
Nicholas C. Polos, The Dynamics of Team Teaching (Dubuque,
Iowa: W. M. C. Brown Company, Inc., 19^5)»
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The respondents were asked to describe the ideal leader. They
indicated that a team leader would not make unilateral decisions, should
not function as an authoritarian, and should be easily and readily
accessible to all team members. They further observed that the leader
should be knowledgeable of the philosophy, objectives and methods of
team teaching. They felt that the leader should be especially skillful
in getting the team to function as a harmonious teaching unit. Two
of the respondents indicated their satisfaction with the effectiveness




This interview guide has been developed to get teachers' reaction to
general and specific aspects of a first grade team teaching program
which replaced a self-contained classroom program. On the basis of
the results of this assessment, recommendations will be made regarding
the justification in expanding the program to second grade and perhaps
throughout the primary department. The program will have as its utmost
goal the improvement of educational experiences.
This information will be confidential. Therefore, it is hoped
that you, being a teacher, will participate and respond as honestly







1. Were you generally able to cover the teaching materials you felt
necessary?
Yes No
2. How did the program for the children on your team compare with what
you would have given them if you had them in a self-contained
classroom?
Better programs About the same
Poorer program
3* Do you feel that you have been able to become sufficiently
acquainted with the children in your homeroom?
Yes No
Why?4.Do you feel a beginning teacher would find it easier of more diffi¬
cult to work in a team situation than in a self-contained classroom
si tuation?
Easier About the same
More difficult
Why?5.Under the team teaching program did you find it easier or more
difficult to get help when you needed it?
Easier About the same
More difficult Sometimes
Never Seldom
6. How much value has it been to you professionally to have worked
wi th a team?
Of little or no value Of some value
Of great value
7. Check the phrases which best describe how you feel regarding the
role of your team leader.
Made too many decisions





Did not give enough di recti on
Gave good direction and guidance
Recognized and used strengths of staff
Commen ts
8. What seemed to be the attitude of the children during the day?
More attentive than normal
About the same
Less attentive than normal
9. Have you seen some evidence to indicate that some children have
been disturbed by changing teachers and groups?
Yes No
Comments.
10. Out of the five or six hours, how much time each day do you feel
a teacher should have with children from her homeroom?
Less than ten minutes
10-20 minutes
20 - 30 minutes
30 - 60 minutes
At least an hour




12. From the standpoint of the pupils, what do you feel is the
greatest value or advantage of team teaching?
13 From the standpoint of the pupils, what do you feel is the greatest
disadvantage of team teaching?
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Part II
1. Would you be willing to work In a team teaching situation?
Yes No
2. Do you feel relaxed and comfortable when planning with others
or do you feel It Is still somewhat of an emotional strain?
Relaxed Emotional strain





4. Do you feel you might have done a better job or poorer job
w1th another team?
Better job No difference
Poorer job










7. Did you feel that you were a vital contributing member of your
team?
Always Usually
8. What do you feel would be the Ideal number of teachers to have
on a team? Supply the answer herei9.From the standpoint of the teacher:
a. What has been the greatest value or advantage of team teaching?
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b. What has been the greatest disadvantage or drawback?
c. What has been the greatest source of frustration or
irritation?
10. Should there be more interaction between teachers in the self-
contained classroom?
11. Is the grouping technique presently used in the self-contained
classroom satisfactory?
12. Were you able to cover the teaching materials you felt necessary
in the self-contained classroom program?
13. Do you feel ways were provided to give satisfactory individual¬
ized instruction in the self-contained classroom program?
14. Does the self-contained classroom approach permit effective
one-to-one teacher-child relationship?
15. Do you feel you could profit professionally as a member of a
team?
16. Do you feel your pupils would have profited more in a team
teaching program rather than in a self-contained classroom pro¬
gram?
. Are you willing to change from the self-contained classroom17
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18.
approach to a team teaching approach?







Degrees Completed: (Circle) AB MA Ph.D. Ed.D.
Credentials held: (Circle) General Elementary Pupil Personnel
General Secondary Supervision
Admin. Supervisory Administration
Approximate number of units beyond AB degree
Grades taught: (Circle) K, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9» 10, 11, 12,
Years of teaching experience (Total)
Years of experience in grades 1-3
Type of certificate held
What do you consider to be your strongest subject areas?
a.b.
Number in sequence these subjects and activities you enjoy most. (Put
"!•' opposite the subject or activity which you enjoy the most, "10"
opposite the one you least enjoy.)
arithmetic physical education arts & crafts
social studies music folk dancing
reading language dramatics
science
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Atlanta, Georgia
Graduate study at Atlanta University,
Atlanta, Georgia
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Husband, Clarence Coleman, Director
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